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1. Executive Summary
American University, led by Prof. Michael Robinson (PI), in collaboration with the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) and SRC, Inc., propose to develop a unified framework
for global represention and modeling of hybrid information systems, integrating both quantitative and qualitative information. Our approach uses the mathematical theory of sheaves, which
is rooted in topology, combinatorics, and category theory. A sheaf is not just a mathematical
representational structure that provides a common ground among heterogeneous data sources, it
is the canonical such structure: any principled specification of the interaction between heterogenous data sources will provably recapitulate some portion of sheaf theory [17]. The theory of
sheaves is as foundational to heterogeneous data integration as function spaces are to the study
of differential equations or as model theory is to logic. In contrast with previous approaches
that leverage graph and network theory, sheaves allow simple, functorial interfaces that support
natural multiscale reasoning about their structure.
SIMPLEX aims to automate inference, reasoning, hypothesis generation, and steering for
context-aware data analysis and causal inference over heterogeneous data. Our project aims
to provide a mathematical foundation for ALL such data fusion problems requiring local to
global inference, independent of their source, nature, or data type. Thus we are aiming at the
core aspect of heterogeneous integration which has stymied information systems development
for years, and which SIMPLEX is taking central aim at, namely the ability to address both
traditional quantitative sensors (such as radar and sonar) and semantic qualitative information
sources (such as symbolic metadata or the outputs of natural language processing (NLP) analytics feeds) within the same modeling framework. Our approach aims precisely at this point by
directly supporting the automatic construction and verification of global models from knowledge
of local interactions. In this way, we will provide the theoretical foundation necessary for the
accomplishment of the full range of SIMPLEX goals.
To demonstrate our sheaf-theoretical approach, we will explicate two notional use cases:

Situational Awareness of a Public Event: This example has been previously initiated for pedagogical purposes to explicate the way mathematical sheaves can encode
complex interactions among heterogeneous information sources, including integrating
semantic and quantitative data. Situational awareness of a public event in a US city is
imagined through the integration of municipal police sources and public traditional and
social media.
Multi-Sensor Experiment Analysis: Representation and integration of radar and image sensor data together with their semantic metadata annotations, specifically:
(1) Measurements of moving targets from a heterogeneous collection of imaging and
tracking sensors previously flown in support of Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) research activities; and
(2) Semantic meta-data on these sources describing the types of targets and their behaviors.
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These will be used to demonstrate that sheaves can be used to analyze dissimilar
data types (radar, optical, tracking, and semantic) and to support automated inferences
about target behavior and intent.
Sheaves have been studied extensively since their discovery in the 1940s, but have not seen
substantial application outside of mathematics until recent work by Prof. Robinson and his
collaborators. There are many important mathematical questions about sheaves that have
only recently been posed, and nearly all remain unanswered. In addition to developing new
implementations of sheaf-theoretic algorithms for knowledge representation and analysis, we
will address the most relevant of these unanswered questions by developing new mathematical
results. Because of the foundational nature of sheaves, answering these questions is critical for
any work (theoretical or not) that attempts to represent the relationships between arbitrary
sources of knowledge.
We propose to develop a knowledge representation pipeline that will ingest structured data,
extracted facts from structured documents, and quantitative measurements (such as images
or timeseries), encode these data elements and their underlying phenomenological models as
a sheaf data structure, and then provide an interface to interrogate this data structure using
queries providing mathematical guarantees. This interface will support the following two classes
of queries: (1) detection of potential feedback loops (or higher dimensional analogs) that can
lead to pitfalls in reasoning, and (2) “retasking” queries that suggest the data types that need
to be aquired next to reduce the likelihood of these pitfalls. By working at a sufficient level
of abstraction, this retasking query provides the capability to iteratively update the structure
of a knowledge network, so that the types and sources of data can be incrementally changed
without extensive recomputation. This addresses a major limitation of existing approaches –
adding new data types is ad hoc and requires substantial manual intervention – but sheaf theory
organizes the changes that need to be made and isolates their impact.
Central to the specification of a sheaf is a careful expression of the relations between different
data types – this requires the insertion of domain knowledge appropriate to the represented
data types. Our team is already domain experts in semantic (PNNL) and radar and imagery
(SRC) data feeds. We are therefore poised to develop efficient and correct datafication methods
that encode our proposed measurement data feeds into sheaves, and then to analyze the sheaf
invariants that result from our processing. Because sheaves are agnostic to the data sources they
represent, it is likely that they can generalize existing methods involving Bayesian reasoning,
network analysis, and other popular data analysis methods.
Based on Prof. Robinson’s success in sonar and radar signal processing using sheaves [29], we
are certain that sheaf theory is the correct platform for combining heterogeneous quantitative
data sources. In support of a previous DARPA/I2O seedling, Prof. Robinson, Dr. Cliff Joslyn
(PNNL), and Dr. Emilie Hogan (PNNL) successfully used sheaf theory to develop a use case
involving a highly heterogenous set of semantic and quantitative data sources[20]. This use case
was intended for pedagogy; the proposed effort will load semantic and quantitative data into a
sheaf for the first time ever, and at a realistic scale. By teaming with SRC, Inc., we will obtain
domain knowledge concerning synthetic aperture radar, trackers, and optical sensors along with
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datasets that feature these modalities. Thereby we have developed a program plan that will
effectively and efficiently meet the objectives of Phases I, II, and III and transition to future
efforts.
2. Goals and Impact
There is increasing concern within the data processing community about “swimming in sensors and drowning in data,” because current fusion approaches only address localized objects.
This refrain is repeated throughout many scientific disciplines, because there are few treatments of unifying models for complex phenomena and it is difficult to infer these models from
heterogeneous data.
Because sheaves are the correct mathematical framework for performing abstract local to
global inference, they could also be the correct tool for making inferences about unified models
in many scientific domains. The only place domain-specific knowledge is needed in CHCLT is
in the construction of the sheaf itself through the specification of pairwise interactions between
known sources. The existing mathematical theory of sheaves provides domain-agnostic tools for
integrating and interrogating the resulting global knowledge. These pairwise linking methods
have been developed to date only for certain data types. Work has been initiated on extending
to new data types, in particular those appropriate for semantic data. This will be a substantial
focus for this project.
Sheaf theory represents locally valid datasets in which the datatypes and contexts vary, and
therefore provides a common, canonical language for heterogenous datasets. Other methods
typically aggregate information either exclusively globally (on the level of whole semantic ontologies) or exclusively locally (through various Kalman filtering approaches). This limits the
kind of inferences that can be made by these approaches. For instance, the data association
problem frustrates local approaches (such as extended Kalman filters) and remains essentially
unsolved [6]. The analysis of sheaves avoids both of these extremes by specifying information
where it occurs – locally at each data source – and then uses global relationships to constrain
how this information is interpreted.
The foundational and canonical nature of sheaves means that existing approaches that address
aspects of the knowledge integration problem space already illuminate some portion of sheaf
theory without exploiting its full potential. In contrast to the generality that is naturally present
in sheaves, existing approaches to combining heterogeneous quantitative and qualitative data
tend to reflect specific domain knowledge on small collections of data sources. Even in the
most limited setting of pairs quantitative data sources, considerable effort has been expended
in developing models of their joint behavior. Our approach leverages these pairwise models into
models of multiple-source interaction. Additionally, where joint models are not yet available,
sheaf theory provides a context for understanding the properties that such a model must have.
Bayesian or network theory approaches seem to be natural candidates for performing knowledge integration. However, these models tend to rely on the homogeneity of information sources
in order to obtain strong theoretical results. Sheaf theory extends the reach of these methods
by explaining that the most robust aspects of networks tend to be topological in nature. For
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example, one of the strengths of Bayesian methods is that strong convergence guaranteees are
available. However, when applied to data sources arranged in a feedback loop, Bayesian updates can converge to the wrong distribution! The fact that this is possible is witnessed by the
presence of a topological feature – a loop – in the relationships between sources. Sheaf theory
provides the means for detecting topological features such as loops (and more subtle features as
well), and therefore is able to identify relationships between information sources that present
hazards to Bayesian reasoning.
In addition to reports and scientific articles, our primary deliverable is a sheaf-based pipeline
for knowledge ingestion and representation, along with a standardized query format for knowledge interrogation. We expect that due to its generality, both the pipeline and its internal
libraries will be of general interest to the scientific community. The time is ripe for such library to gain considerable attention. It is helpful to draw an analogy from the recent lesson of
computational homology, which was previously funded by the DARPA/DSO Topological Data
Analysis project. Because of their wide applicability to many scientific domains without any
changes, computational homology libraries are now the basis of several start-up companies and
are of considerable academic interest. Indeed, the Institute for Mathematics and it Applications
(University of Minnesota) declared 2013-2014 a thematic year1 in “Scientific and Engineering
Applications of Algebraic Topology” – essentially due to the use of computational homology in
numerous applications. However, computational homology is limited in that it only works with
homogeneous, quantitative datasets. Since sheaves permit the use of heterogeneous data, we
expect that our libraries will garner even wider appeal to a broader collection of researchers.
3. Technical Plan
This project aims to develop a robust processing methodology that leverages the discovery of
(1) Local topological invariants that detect when spurious phenomena can become dominant
through feedback loops among information sources, or when unexpected phenomena can
occur without being noticed by other methods and
(2) Strategies for designing optimal incremental experiments or data collections to supplant
existing knowledge, specifically to remedy the above.
This approach relies heavily on the innovative use of mathematical abstractions called sheaves
to represent heterogeneous data and will develop new ways to exploit this representation to
(1) Certify that collections or experiments are able to detect phenomena of interest,
(2) Suggest new experiments that identify and collapse unwanted information feedback
loops, and
(3) Aggregate data from multiple sources across spatial, temporal, and complexity scales.
Sheaf theory is extremely well-established in the mathematical literature [10, 18, 1], because
sheaves are the canonical mathematical representation for aggregating data from multiple incomplete sources of information. Because of its axiomatic formulation, any other representation
must recapitulate some aspect of sheaf theory. However, the existing literature on sheaves deals
1http://www.ima.umn.edu/programs/annual/
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Figure 1. CHCLT data flow diagram, highlighting the maturity of various blocks
at the start of the program

exclusively with either quantitative (more commonly) or qualitative (much more rarely) data
and never both. Leveraging prelimary work by the team [20], we propose to bridge this gap
by constructing sheaf models of data sources that incorporate both forms of data. These new
sheaves necessitate new analysis methods, as the old methods are ill-suited to practical computation whenever qualitative data is used. We will therefore develop new mathematical methods
to interrogate sheaves that store both qualitative and quantitative data.

3.1. Elements of a Sheaf-Theoretical Knowledge Representation. Until recent work by
Prof. Robinson (culiminating in [29]), sheaves were not used for explicit computations. We plan
to remedy this deficiency by developing a sheaf-based knowledge representation and analysis
methodology. Figure 1 shows the overall process we propose, starting from the data sources on
the left and leading to query responses on the right. As Figure 1 shows, the proposed effort
will involve the use of existing implementations of some algorithms (homology and persistent
homology, see Section 3.6.4) and new implementations of some existing algorithms (sheaf cohomology, see Section 3.6.5). However, the primary focus will be the development and subsequent
implementation of completely novel algorithms for analyzing sheaves (red and purple blocks).
We now list the essential aspects of a sheaf-theoretic knowledge representation. Section 3.2
introduces our first notional use case, which will be referred to in subsections 3.3–3.5 to explain
these in detail. To emphasize that our approach is domain-agnostic, we include several other
smaller notional use cases and one larger one in the following sections as well.
Knowledge is represented in a sheaf through the relationships between three structures:
UNCLASSIFIED
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Base Space: The base space represents the data sources and the expected relationships
between them, including multi-way dependencies. The base space is formalized as multidimensional combinatorial object called an oriented simplicial or ∆-complex, and multidimensional simplices represent multi-way relationships between data sources. Vertices
represent the individual data sources and faces represent relationships between data
sources. An orientation can be assigned to each face to indicate dependency relations
between sources.
Stalks: Each data source is assigned a stalk, which is a schema for the data provided by
that source. Thus far, this is merely a representation of the knowledge to be stored. The
analytic power of sheaves comes from their formalization of the relationships between
data sources. To formalize the relationship between sources, each multi-way face in the
base space is also assigned a stalk, which represents the observables that are common to
all data sources implicated in that face.
Restriction Maps: Domain-specific functions – called restriction maps – are then used
to translate the observables from every data source’s stalk to the stalks over each simplex
including it.
An instance of the data within a sheaf is called an assignment. If an assignment is consistent
with the models encoded in the restriction maps, it is called a section of the sheaf. The failure of
an assignment to be a section indicates that either the data or the models (or both) are faulty.
We will be explicating two notional use cases. While the first is pedagogical, the second will be
tested against real data inputs (some initial datafication). These will include numerical data,
structured data (CSV and XML), semi-structured text, and text documents with significant
linguistic constraint. Textual documents will also be permitted to include numerical data. The
quantitative numerical data will also include several broad categories such as video, image, and
timeseries data. For instance, the record of the hourly temperature at a given location would
constitute “timeseries” data, while numerical tables would constitute “image” data.
Given an assignment or the sheaf itself, the CHCLT process will apply a collection of algorithms (labeled “mathematical preprocessing” in Figure 1) that enhance the quality of the
inferences that can be made about the knowledge stored in the sheaf by summarization. Several of these algorithms (for instance homology [16]) are well-established in the mathematical
literature and are becoming standard in engineering practice [5, 2, 7, 4, 34], though it will
be necessary to develop new algorithms to manipulate sheaves containing both quantitative
and qualitative data. After passing through the preprocessing stage, the resulting information
must be interpreted in the context of experimental findings and subsequent iterative design as
outlined in Section 3.6.
3.2. Notional use case 1: situational awareness of a public event. We will use the
following true story to explain the construction of a sheaf datastructure and some of the analytics
upon it. It should be noted that this example (like [12]) was deliberately constructed to be
realistic while also illustrating the most important features of our approach, and is therefore
understood to be notional.
UNCLASSIFIED
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Figure 2. Notional set of data sources observing a public event
On Mayday, 2014, an exuberant group of protesters staged a peaceful demonstration in downtown Seattle in support of immigrant rights and an increased minimum wage. Shortly thereafter,
a group of even more exuberant “anticapitalists” meandered through the city streets, from downtown to Capitol Hill, blocking intersections and lighting small fires. Police mostly watched or
“escorted” the protesters, but towards the end a half dozen people were arrested, and some
tear gas was deployed.2 While a fine time was being had by all that evening, one of the PNNL
team members (Joslyn) was spending a night in in Richland, Washington. There he followed
the events of the day through the local KOMO TV news feed and a couple of twitter feeds.
Imagine that in addition to these sources, we had access to overhead video, police scanner
audio, Seattle urban transit cams at major intersections, and the feed from the Seattle Times.
The left panel of Figure 2 shows the overall situation, and how these means might inform our
ability to track a collection of “state variables”:
S = Size of the crowd: An integer.
O = tOpic being protested: Terms like “immigrant rights”, “minimum wage”, or “anti
big business” are normalized into an ontology, each being a node in a partially-ordered
semantic class hierarchy.
2http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/02/seattle-may-day
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P = Place: A categorical variable like “1st and Pine” or “Broadway”.
I = Intensity: An ordinal variable: “high”, “medium”, “low”.
L = vioLence: A Boolean variable: “present” or “absent”.
R = Role: Another categorical variable, reflecting the kind of person present, for example
“protester”, “police”, “bystander”, or “press”.
We can cast each information source as a separate data source or analytic, with structure as
follows:
A= police scAnner: A speech recognizer has been trained to extract specific information
about crowd size and location from speech like “I see about 12 people here at 1st and
Pine, 4 police and 8 protesters”.
C= transit Cameras: Cameras at specific intersections can show when the crowd has
reached those locations, and whether violence is present.
E= sEattle Times: An analytic deployed against the local newspaper web feed to parse
out information about the presence of people in certain roles and the presence or absence
of violence.
K = KOMO News: The news broadcast shows a video feed of crowds with a chyron
showing the specific intersections, and video analytics are trained to estimate crowd
sizes and intensity.
T1 = Twitter1 : A text analytic extracts keywords to identify protest topics.
T2 = Twitter2 : A different text analytic extracts keywords to estimate topic, crowd size,
and intensity.
V = overhead Video: An algorithm is used to estimate the number of people shown in
a live video stream.
We model the data sources and their overlapping coverage by letting X = {P, S, O, I, L, R} be
the set of state variables and Y = {A, C, E, K, T1 , T2 , V } be the set of sources. Then Table
1 shows the relationships between these sources and the state variables they inform. Figure
2 shows this diagramatically. The data sources are labeled in black, and include textual data
(such as an analytic run on the Seattle Times or various analytics run on Twitter feeds) as well
as quantitative data (such as video cameras). Each data source supplies information regarding
the various state variables (labeled in red), such as crowd size (quantitative) and the topic of
the event (qualitative). On the left of the diagram is the description of the data sources, and
their domains of discourse.
3.3. Base space construction: relationships between analytics. The base space of a
sheaf encodes the functional relationships between sources of data and their data fields. The
construction of the base space proceeds by specifying the information sources and the state
variables they provide. For instance, consider Use Case 1 outlined in Section 3.2. We cast Table
1 as a binary relation B ⊆ X × Y . Then left Figure 3 shows B as a set system (undirected
hypergraph) B(X) ⊆ 2Y on the source Y . The variables x ∈ X (i.e., the columns of R) are
represented (in red) as subsets B(x) ⊆ Y of the source (in black) which inform them.
UNCLASSIFIED
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Table 1. Data source structure for notional use case 1

A =Police scanner
C=Transit cams
E=sEattle times
K=KOMO News
T1 =Twitter1
T2 =Twitter2
V =Overhead video

S
O
crowd Size
tOpic
Number
Ontology term
Scalar
Partial Order
√

√
√
√

P
Place
Intersection
Categorical
√
√

I
Intensity
Level
Ordinal

√

√

√
√

L
vioLence?
T/F
Boolean
√
√

R
Role
Police, Protester
Categorical
√
√

√

Figure 3. Overlapping set system (left) and simplicial complex (right) corresponding to the data sources in Use Case 1

The right frame of Figure 3 shows B(X) as a combinatorial structure called an “abstract
simplicial family” [19] with simplices B(x), x ∈ X of dimension |B(x)| − 1. Note that B(S)
is the (solid) tetrahedron {A, K, V, T2 }, with the {A, T2 } edge underneath, indicating the fourway interaction of the sources through the variable S. Similarly, B(P ) is the filled-in triangle
{A, C, K}, while the triangle {A, C, E} is not filled in, rather consisting of the three distinct
edges {A, C} (for P ), {C, E} (for L), and {E, A} (for R). Also, the edges {K, T2 } (column
B(I)) and {T1 , T2 } (the column B(O)) are called out from the table and shown in blue, as are
the edges {C, E} and {E, A} (but not {A, C}).
While B(I) ⊆ B(S), none of the other faces are pairwise inclusive, and so they comprise the
maximal faces of an abstract simplicial complex (ASC), which further contains all the included
sub-faces (all triangles, edges, and vertices). Topological features of the connectivity pattern
can be identified, including loops, voids, etc., where potential informational feedbacks can result
in faulty conclusions. In our case, the ACK triangle can establish consistency around place P ,
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while the ACE loop may yield assignments which are impossible to resolve consistently amongst
all three sources.
3.4. Stalks: encoding knowledge as algebraic types. Given a base simplicial complex, a
stalk is then the assignment of data to each of its faces. In our example, this means the data held
in common for each combination of interacting systems. For example, we can read off the sheaf
diagram that the sources A and K both inform variables P and S. Thus the one-dimensional
face AK holds data SP , as shown on the right frame of Figure 3. CHCLT will then represent
knowledge by combining the values of the state variables stored in the stalks of a sheaf with
relationships between them (stored in the restriction maps of a sheaf, Section 3.5).
The stalks of a sheaf will usually not be all of the same type, since different data sources will
return state variables of different types. Additionally, when two different data sources inform
a given state variable, they may choose to represent it differently, with different types. For
instance, consider the problem of measuring the number of people in a crowd from Use Case 1.
Several sources (the KOMO news K, the overhead video V , and one Twitter feed T2 ) provide
measurements of the crowd size state variable. Even though each of these are reporting on
an ostensibly quantitative state variable, not all of them actually return quantitative values.
For instance, the KOMO news could return a range of possible sizes, for instance “between 50
and 100 people.” An object detector run on the overhead video would instead return a single
estimate, for instance “78 people.” Finally, the Twitter feed is unlikely to be that precise,
returning instead a categorical – one of “small crowd”, “large crowd”, or “HUGE crowd”.
Integration methods for semantic information are substantially different from those of numerical data. Keyterm identification from free text suffers from ambiguities and errors around
spelling varieties and ambiguities introduced by the idiosyncracies of local linguistic communities. Matching terms into more controlled vocabularies requires expensive management and
integration of multiple such resources. For more fully semantically structured resources such as
ontologies, a major research effort in alignment or matching efforts have produced results which
are heuristically driven, modestly accurate, and computationally expensive [9]. But when a representation of the underlying semantic space is available which is mathematical, and equipped
with at least a pseudometric space, then degrees of matching can be measured quantitatively.
This is the case in our prior work in ontology alignment which uses the metric space over a single
partial order used to represent ontological semantic hierarchies [8, 21]. When available, such
metric approaches can provide substantial computational advantages, and are deployable in a
sheaf-theoretical context when deployed in the context of “approximate sections” (see Section
3.6.5).
From a mathematical perspective, all of these types are instances of sets, and set theory
has long been used as a formalism for representing all knowledge. However, this perspective
does not scale well, and there are additionally issues with incomputability. CHCLT takes a
different perspective, namely that being able to make all inferences about all knowledge is
simply too much to ask for. Instead, CHCLT aims to compute weaker invariants about the
information stored in a sheaf. These weaker invariants require more algebraic structure on the
state variables than merely sets – as part of the encoding process, CHCLT will require all state
UNCLASSIFIED
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variables to be returned in vector spaces. This allows manipulation of all knowledge stored
in the sheaf uniformly using linear algebra. This encoding of data in vector spaces is called
categorification. Categorification has found recent use in a number of mathematical problems.
For instance, Khovanov homology in knot theory is a categorification of the Jones polynomial,
and Hopf algebras arise in the categorification of rooted trees. It has potential value for forming
combined spaces of dissimilar measurements. Prof. Robinson used a particular categorification
of boolean values to construct sheaf-based invariants for logic circuits that are sensitive to timing
differences [30].
Continuing our example from Section 3.2, the values returned by the overhead video already
form a algebraic ring, which can be extended to a vector space by permitting fractional values.
However, the set of intervals (returned by the KOMO news) does not have additive inverses,
so it is not a vector space. However, it can be formally extended to a vector space [25] via a
categorification. This leaves qualitative, set-valued types, such as categoricals, partial orders,
and booleans to be categorified. To this end, suppose that the set of values permitted by one of
these types is the set A. The categorification of A is the vector space R(A) whose dimension is
the cardinality of A, and that each element a ∈ A corresponds to a basis element 1 · a ∈ R(A).
CHCLT will support at least the following types of state variables
(1) Structured numerical types in vector spaces, such as images, timeseries, or lists of parameters for physical models,
(2) Interval-valued numerical types,
(3) Categorical variables, including boolean types, and
(4) Hierarchical types such as partial orders and ontologies.
As mentioned above, sheaf-theoretical applications have been robustly developed against numerical data, while our ambition is to additionally incorporate semantic data. In our example,
these semantic data present in data types which have less mathematical structure than numerical
vector spaces, although they typically have metric spaces, requiring categorification.
Non-numerical data are provided by semantic extraction computational techniques drawing
against a variety of sources with various levels and qualities of textual or linguistic data:
Structured Data: Frequently data sources contain textual information emnedded in a
rich typing structure, including linguistic tags for columns, sections, and contents of
data items in cells. Typical cases include tabular CSV files and hierarchically structured
XML files. In these cases, robust extraction methods can be built to automatically
populate a fact-base of recorded observations of those categories.
Semi-Structured Data: When not fully structured, documents, including social media
inputs, may be sufficiently structured or restricted to be able to build high quality
extraction methods for selected portions of the documents. This may require moderately
complete models of the domain or knowledge-base intended, or knowledge of the kinds
of document structure or restricted vocabularies are present. These techniques work
particularly well when portions of those structures are repeated in a consistent manner
[24, 15].
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Figure 4. A simplicial model of two sensors (top) on which a sheaf containing
image data is constructed. The images collected by the two sensors are consistent
(bottom) when the portion of the images on the overlap agree.

Free Text: Finally, when documents are not explicitly structured at all, free text extraction methods can be deployed. While generally more computationally burdensome (see
more discussion in Section 3.8 below) and less accurate, these deficiences can be mitigated by exploiting restrictions in the actual vocabularies used in a particular technical
discourse community, or the employment of more explicit knowledge models. These
knowledge models in turn can be either built special-purpose, acquired from external
sources, or a mixture. From the models, unsupervised and semi-supervised techniques
for adding semantic structure and representations are readily available [32].
3.5. Restrictions: applying domain-specific models. The restriction maps translate information between two data sources into a common format, allowing it to be compared in that
format. Necessarily, restrictions encode domain-specific information, and they make any underlying modeling assumptions explicit. Our approach to SIMPLEX requires that this domain
specific information be supplied during the construction of the sheaf, and this explicitly includes the context of each information source. Fortunately, many information sources are easy
to encode into restriction maps, and our team has identified several such types of restriction
maps.
In our approach, sheaves store the information supplied by a number of sources. But this
alone is not very useful – one is typically interested in the actual content of those information
sources. An assignment is an instance of data from the stalk at each simplex in the base space of
a sheaf. As such, an assignment only requires the specificaiton of stalks. Using the restrictions,
it is possible to test an assignment for self-consistency. Specifically, an assignment is a section
whenever the assignment’s value on a simplex is determined by the values on all of its faces.
Thus restrictions play a crucial role, and can take different forms. We detail and illustrate
with additional examples.
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3.5.1. Restrictions implicitly aggregate information along common domains. Restrictions can
represent the process of forming a mosaic from two images. For instance, two cameras whose
coverage regions U1 and U2 overlap can be used to form a mosaic, as shown in Figure 4. The
base space associated to this pair of sensors is a single line segment with two distinct endpoints.
The sensor sheaf assigns the vector space of images collected by camera 1 to the vertex v1 on the
left, and the vector space of images collected by camera 2 to the vertex v2 . The two collected
images are compatible when they agree after cropping to the intersection region. Therefore, we
assign the vector space of images over the intersection region to the edge e connecting the two
vertices. The restriction maps (the horizontal arrows in Figure 4) merely crop the images from
the two cameras.
Although we have not explicitly defined images over the union of the two coverage regions,
the global sections of this sheaf are the mosaics representing a single image over the union.
Therefore, fused data is constructed implicitly by sheaves of sensors.
3.5.2. Restrictions translate between quantitative and qualitative information. Consider the task
of classifying vehicles into three target types: cars, buses, or boats (see Figure 5) based on measurement of vehicle parameters and their locations. This can be encoded by taking two quantitative information sources – a measurement of the vehicle’s location, and a paired measurement
of its speed and weight – with a qualitative hierarchy of vehicle types. The information on the
left identifies vehicles based on their mass and operating speed; boats do not travel fast, but
can be very light or heavy. Buses and cars travel at similar speeds, but cars are much lighter.
On the right is a map of locations where targets can appear, and in the middle is a lattice of
vehicle types.
We encode this situation as a sheaf S over a base space with two vertices and one edge:
(1) Vertex v1 , whose stalk is R2 (quantitative) represents the speed and weight of the vehicle
(2) Vertex v2 , whose stalk is R2 (quantitative) represents its location on a map,
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10 protesters at City Hall
4 police at City Hall
½ dozen bystanders at City Hall
...
0 protesters on Main St.
5 police on Main St.
5 dozen bystanders on Main St.
...
1 protester on Broadway
1 police on Broadway
2 dozen bystanders on Broadway
...

Figure 6. The translation of a richer datatype (right, A/SP R) to a poorer
datatype (middle, AK/SP ), to be used as the “common ground” between different
datatypes
(3) Edge e, whose stalk is L (qualitative) is a lattice that represents the possible classifications.
The restriction maps go from the vertices to the edge. In Figure 5, they are indicated by color.
For instance in the restriction S(v1
e), a fast moving heavy vehicle is a bus, and is shown
marked in light green. The other restriction map S(v2
e) takes all locations corresponding to
water (dark blue) to boats, and all locations corresponding to land (dark green) to land vehicles.
When populated with information, inferences about the detections can be made using the
sheaf S. Suppose that there are two detections A and B, one from location information, and
one according to vehicle parameters. If they are not associated to one another, both detections
are ambiguous: A could be either kind of land vehicle, while B could be a car or a boat.
However, if these detections are from the same target, they are no longer ambiguous: they must
represent a car.
3.5.3. Restrictions mediate between hybrid quantitative and qualitative data. Returning to the
Use Case 1 example defined in Section 3.2, consider the police scAnner and KOMO news data
sources. The police scanner provides the state variables Size, Place, and Role. Of these, only
size is quantitative. Using our categorification approach (Section 3.4), these state variables
can be encoded in a single vector whose entries specify the number of people observed in each
possible place and role under discussion (see the right of Figure 6). The KOMO news variables
can be similarly encoded in a vector describing the numbers of people in each Intensity state
and Place (not shown). Notice that the Size and Place are common state variables between
the two data sources, therefore the edge between these two data sources should have a stalk
that represents both of these variables. A convenient categorification for the stalk over the edge
merely lists the number of people at each location.
Since the data have been categorified, the restriction map from the vertex A (police scanner)
to AK (common variables between the police scanner and KOMO) can be written as a matrix.
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Since the restriction map removes all reference to Role, which is not represented by the KOMO
data source, the matrix should be a projection matrix. Therefore, the matrix takes the block
form shown in Figure 6. Additionally, the analytic run on the police scanner chooses to represent the number of “bystanders” in units of dozens, rather than individual people. In order
to translate from dozens to individuals, the restriction matrix has a 12 in each column that
represents bystanders to perform this conversion.
3.5.4. Restrictions can express knowledge encoded in physical laws. Sheaves can also be used to
encode knowledge in physical laws and differential equations. For instance, consider the wave
equation
2
∂ 2u
2∂ u
(t,
x)
=
c
(t, x)
(1)
∂t2
∂x2
with wave speed c, or the Helmholtz equation
∂ 2U
(x) + k 2 U (x) = 0,
2
∂x
ikct
which arises if u(t, x) = U (x)e , where k is the wavenumber. This is a good approximation
for wave propagation that happens along a complicated network of narrow channels, though
the domain is better represented as a graph G instead of R. (See [22, 23, 33, 26] for precise
conditions under which this approximation holds.) This situation often arises in the study of
radio propagation in urban canyons.
Since the lengths of edges in such a graph G play an important role in the propagation of
waves, an important inverse problem is the reconstruction of these lengths from measurements
of a small number of waves. From an urban propagation perspective, the reconstruction of
edge lengths from signal measurements is a form of 1-dimensional topological “imaging” that
produces a geometric map of an environment.
Existing approaches for performing this inversion usually rely on wideband spectral methods,
which examine
of a differential operator on G that generalizes the Helmholtz
 2 eigenfunctions

∂
2
operator ∂x
. This has unfortunate consequences for most urban sensing applications,
2 + k
since the available bandwidth for sensing is limited.
In the context of wave propagation on a graph, the space of solutions forms a sheaf. This
even holds if the propagation is lossy, or if we instead consider fundamental solutions, in which
there are a number of sources [31]. If the topological structure of the graph is known, then Prof.
Robinson found that this sheaf model of the diferential equation organizes the information in a
way that allows easy reconstruction of the edge lengths.
Suppose that X is the base space, represented as a 1-dimensional simplicial complex representing the propagation environment. Each vertex represents measurements taken at a junction
of propagation channels, and each edge represents the traveling waves along that channel. Suppose that each edge e is assigned a positive real number L(e), called its length. The transmission
line sheaf T with wavenumber k is given by
(1) T (v) = Cdeg v for all vertices v,
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Amplitude = z eikL

Amplitude = z

Amplitude = w

Amplitude = w e-ikL

Figure 7. A section of a transmission line sheaf supported with value (w, z) on
an edge with length L
(2) T (e) = C2 for all edges e, and
(3) If em is the m-th edge attached to a degree n vertex v,



 um , e−ikL(em ) 2 Pn uj − um
if em is inward at v
 P n j=1 

T (v
em )(u1 , . . . , un ) = 
 eikL(em ) 2 n uj − um , um
if em is outward at v
j=1
n
The stalks of a transmission line sheaf represent the complex amplitudes of the travelling
waves exiting each of its two endpoints, measured at the endpoints. Because each edge has
an assumed orientation, the first component represents the wave amplitude at the outgoing
vertex, while the second component represents the wave amplitude at the incoming vertex.
It is important to note that the complex amplitudes measured at other points will be phase
shifted with respect to these points. On an edge with length L, a travelling wave that exits
with amplitude z will have complex amplitude zeikL at the entrance. Figure 7 summarizes this
interpretation of the stalks over an edge in a transmission line sheaf. In contrast, the stalk over
a vertex represents the complex wave amplitudes of waves entering the vertex.
The global sections of a transmission line sheaf correspond to solutions to the Helmholtz
equation on each edge of X that satisfy the following Kirchhoff conditions at each vertex v
(1) All solutions on the edges attached to v extend to a single continuous function at v
(2) The sum of the derivatives (taken in the direction away from v) of each solution at v is
zero.
3.6. Analytical methods. Having outlined and exemplified the key components of sheaftheoretical modeling, mostly in the context of our first use case, we now go on to discuss
further aspects of the overall technical approach. Specifically, referring back to Figure 1, we will
address two main classes of queries against data in support of automated inference:
(1) Detection: Given a description of some phenomenon or behavior of some entities encoded
in the sheaf, can we certify that this is present in some measurement data? Once so
identified, can we trace them back to a semantic report of the behaviors?
(2) Scheduling the next best collections: Given a set of information sources, what additional
sensing or semantic resources should be deployed to best constrain the observations to
a particular target type or behavior?
In order answer these queries, we will exploit a number of existing topological and sheaf theoretic
invariants, and also will develop several new classes of sheaf invariants. The framework we plan
to develop is both modular and extensible, in that each sheaf-theoretic processing block will
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Sun? Y/N
Rooftop
camera

Weather
website

Model

Humidity? %

Clouds? Y/N

Global
Section
All edges are consistent, but
one might infer that this isn’t
consistent since it says there is
rain but no clouds. No check
that the edges are consistent
with each other.

Twitter

“There are
some sun
showers
in the area”

Yes

Yes
Not pointing
in the direction
of rain, there is
only blue sky on
the camera

100% chance of
rain; Humidity 75%

75%

No

“Dude, it’s
so muggy out,
but at least I see
blue sky”

Figure 8. Example of global consistency that leads to an erroneous inference.
The conclusion from these data is that it’s raining without any clouds in the sky!
This can be identified by the presence of nontrivial sheaf cohomology classes.
ingest some portion of the knowledge encoded as a sheaf, and will produce answers to the above
queries. Additional blocks can be added in parallel to the ones we envision in this proposal.
3.6.1. Query: topological detection of “blind spots”. Although sections of sheaves are self-consistent
instances of information, they can still be misleading. This is a cause of failure in reasoning
systems – information feedback loops can result in confounding and faulty conclusions. One
major advantage of topological methods is that they can identify when there is a risk of drawing
conclusions from a feedback loop. In order to ensure scalability of the process, this query will
specify a certain domain of interest, or a certain list of information sources to be checked for
feedback.
For instance, consider attempting to determine the cause of a nearby rainstorm. To this end,
you take observations from several information sources:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A
A
A
A

rooftop camera,
news report,
weather website, and
friend’s Twitter feed.
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No one source of information happens to present you with a complete picture, but each has
some common information with several of the others. This can be represented by the diagram
in the upper frame of Figure 8. Given the actual instances of information from each of these
sources, shown in the lower frame of Figure 8, you can conclude that rain is falling. From
the available knowledge, you would be forced to draw the incorrect conclusion that rain is
falling without any clouds! This is due to the fact that each source isn’t providing complete
information, and the base space graph has a loop. These loops have been detected using higher
sheaf cohomology [29, 30] when the sheaves contain only quantitative information, but not
for qualitative and quantitative information simultaneously. Therefore, our team will develop
cohomological invariants to detect information feedback loops involving mixed quantitative and
qualitative information.
3.6.2. Query: Topological retasking. The information feedback loop in Figure 8 can be easily
resolved if one specifically requests information about the presence of clouds from all sources.
This amounts to “filling in” the loop with additional simplices, representing additional consistency checks being applied to the information stored in the sheaf. Merely asking a more
direct question about the clouds from one of the news or website sources amounts to enriching
the information provided by those information source. A simplex would be added to the base
space with restriction maps bringing information about clouds from all sources to be tested for
consistency. In particular, this would detect a fault in the Twitter feed’s analytic that declares
the lack of clouds.
Prof. Robinson has discovered that there is a Nyquist-like topological sampling criterion [28]
for general quantitative information in sheaves that ensures exact reconstruction of phenomena.
Clearly the weather example just given doesn’t meet such a sampling condition, even though
Prof. Robinson’s result doesn’t technically apply. A goal of CHCLT would be to extend this
theoretical Nyquist condition to include qualitative information as well.
Following the analogy of reconstruction from samples, one can attempt to increase the “sampling rate.” Specifically, the sheaf-theoretic Nyquist theorem discovered by Prof. Robinson can
produce exemplars of ambiguous sets of measurements, and witnesses topological features in the
base space corresponding to information feedback loops. CHCLT will produce these witnessed
topological features in response to the reliability of answers to specific queries.
3.6.3. Interface with automated reasoning systems. The goals of SIMPLEX include development
of a common application programming interface (API) through which all domain-specific users
will access its framework. This will allow analytic overlays or compositions for automated
inference, reasoning, hypothesis generation, and steering for context-aware data analysis and
causal inference.
But the way that automated reasoning and inference is performed and imagined by different
technical communities also speaks to the other primary SIMPLEX goal of integrating heterogenous information, especially numerical and symbolic (qualitative, semantic). For example,
propositional information derived from semantic data supports logical inferencing models exploiting rule bases and ontological strucutres. But quantitative modeling, on the other hand,
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GLOBALIZATION:
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Figure 9. Consistency between disparate data sources allows for stronger inferences to be made
exploits mathematical models such as differential equations or other linear or non-linear mathematical systems over numerical vector spaces.
So prior to supporting any particular logical or reasoning model is the basic representation
of the data and hypotheses to be integrated and reasoned over. CHCLT’s team’s perspective
comes from mathematical modeling of sensors on the one hand, and the mathematical modeling
of semantic data on the other. Thus our role within SIMPLEX is envisioned to be providing
a common mathematical representational framework for all types of data integration. Thus
CHCLT structures will be candidates to be included in the data model for any future SIMPLEX
API. But rather than performing automated inference itself, our job is to provide the necessary
mathematical framework on which such inference can be carried out, integrating quantitative
and qualitative information.
3.6.4. Existing processing methods. There are numerous algebraic invariants that can be computed about a given sheaf - descriptions of these have formed a large set of mathematical
literature focused around sheaf theory over the past 50 years. The easiest of these invariants to
understand is the class of sections. A section is the assignment of data values to a set of faces
(from their respective datatypes as assigned by the sheaf) in such a way that translation from
one data value to another in the section agrees with the translation maps. The size of a given
section is a good indication of its significance. Figure 9 shows two sections: on the right is a
highly significant section, since all sources are reporting on the same phenomenon. On the left
is a less significant section, in which sources are presenting inconsistent information.
Our initial algorithms will build on the well-established techniques of homology and persistent homology for studying the base space and on sheaf cohomology to aggregate information
from all information sources stored in the sheaf, respectively. Table 2 explains some typical
interpretations of these invariants.
Although homology and persistent homology are commonplace, they only treat the base space.
In his recent book [29], Prof. Robinson has focused on the interpretation of sheaf cohomology,
largely for quantitative data sources. Recent work by the team indicates that more is possible,
and that sheaf cohomology can be interpreted in the context of qualitative/quantitative information sources as well. CHCLT will rely on both existing implementations of homology and
persistent homology as well as new implementations of sheaf cohomology.
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Table 2. Homological invariants and interpretation
Degree
0
1
2
...

Homology
Connected components
Loops
Voids
...

Sheaf cohomology
All possible consistent information states
All possible information feedback loops
(Unknown)
...

3.6.5. New processing methods.
(1) Persistent sheaf cohomology
Query: Used in responding to both query types
Inputs: (1) Knowledge database encoded in the sheaf; (2) Method of coarsening the
quantitative data stored in the sheaf
Outputs: (1) Cohomology in all degrees at varying complexity scales; (2) Persistent
diagrams
TRL: 2 at program start; 3 at Phase I end; 4-5 at Phase III end
Details: Persistent cohomology provides some measure of robustness against distortions in the stalks of a sheaf by segregating those features that “persist” for a large
range of perturbations from those that are present only for a small collection of
perturbations. Persistent homology is well-understood and efficient to calculate –
existing implementations are TRL 4+. In contrast, CHCLT will feature the first
ever computations of persistent sheaf cohomology, and the initial attempts to connect it to a knowledge database.
(2) Approximate sections
Query: Used in responding to both query types
Inputs: (1) Knowledge database encoded in the sheaf; (2) Pseudometric on each stalk
to allow distances between data elements to be measured; (3) Partial information
to be extended
Outputs: (1) Assessment of the level of consistency that partial information has
within the sheaf; (2) List of approximate sections near the given partial information
TRL: 1 at program start; 2 at Phase I end; 4 at Phase III end
Details: Approximate sections were recently discovered by the team, and appear to
be a different way to endow error tolerance to a sheaf that encodes both quantitative and qualitative information. Specifically, rather than declaring that a set of
observations are consistent when different sources agree exactly, approximate sections merely require approximate agreement. The primary technical hurdle is the
efficient calculation of classes of approximate sections, since they have not been
tested on realistic datasets.
(3) Curry functor and statistical aggregation methods for heterogeneous knowledge
Query: Used in responding to both query types
Inputs: Knowledge database encoded in the sheaf
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Outputs: Local and global statistics aggregated over portions over the base space
TRL: 1 at program start; 2 at Phase II end; 3 at Phase III end
Details: There are essentially two ways to address a sensor integration problem: start
with either a model of the phenomenon being measured (a world model ), or with a
sensor model and instead infer the phenomenon. That quantitative sensor models
are represented by sheaves has been known for some time, and is the unifying theme
of Prof. Robinson’s recent book [29]. Recent work by Curry [3] may be useful for
formalizing disciplined ways to aggregate statistical measurements across sheaves.
As indicated in Figure 1, homological methods are intermediate steps to produce responses to
the two main queries that CHCLT will address. The output of homological methods are precise
indications and warnings of the existence of certain kinds of information faults. These are the
raw material that will be used by the new algorithms we will develop to answer detection and
retasking queries.
(4) Cohomological sheaf detector
Query: Used in responding to Detection queries. Usually will be focused on a specific
set of knowledge sources to limit computational burden.
Inputs: Sheaf cohomology in all available degrees, though primarily degree 1 and
higher
Outputs: Lists of sources that participate in feedback loops, as well as exemplars of
consistent, but suspicious knowledge states
TRL: 2 at program start; 3 at Phase I end; 4-5 at Phase III end
Details: This algorithm extends Prof. Robinson’s work on the sheaf-theoretic Nyquist
theorem. It will reinterpret nontrivial sheaf cohomology classes as information feedback loops, and will identify potential sources of erroneous inferences. Given an assignment of the sheaf – information stored in the sheaf – this algorithm will assess
the risk for feedback states being present.
(5) Topological retasker
Query: Used in responding to Retasking queries
Inputs: Sheaf cohomology in all available degrees, degree 1 and higher
Outputs: (1) List of variables to be obtained from existing information sources, (2)
List of variables to be obtained from new information sources, (3) List of suspicious
data elements that should be re-examined
TRL: 1 at program start; 2 at Phase I end; 4 at Phase III end
Details: This algorithm will identify cohomological loops of degree 1 and higher by
finding minimal simplices to add to the base space and their associated stalks and
restriction maps. These new simplices correspond to desired comparisons that will
allow information feedback loops to be eliminated.
3.7. Knowledge updates. Since sheaves are constructed locally, the addition of new information sources will merely add additional simplices to the base space. This also enables computations with sheaves to be handled incrementally – the two queries supported by CHCLT are
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local. Technical methods for manipulating sheaf cohomology calculations incrementally already
exist and are well-established. For instance, the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence specifies how
the sheaf cohomology changes when a new information source is added.
However, information sources are not the only way that knowledge is encoded in a sheaf.
Modelers can also update the restriction maps of a sheaf. This makes a local change to the
sheaf, and the resulting cohomology can likely be updated incrementally; Prof. Robinson expects
to discover an incremental algorithm to update cohomology when one of the restriction maps
of a sheaf is changed.
3.8. Scalability, modularity, and extensibility. CHCLT will integrate heterogeneous information provided from multiple sources. For numerical and structured data, the methods to
provide these are straightforward, simply ingesting data files or providing simple input filters.
But for semi-structured and structured text (see more discussion in Section 3.9 below about
some particular cases) some form of semantic extraction is required (see discussion above in
Section 3.4). This process will begin by identifying certain fields in the structured data (e.g.
CSV or XML files) which have semantic overlaps with some of the fields in the semi-structured
documents, and some which have facts in the free text. Specific extractor modules will then be
developed to the needs of the notional use cases.
The goal of CHCLT is to consume extracted facts, not to build or research extraction methods
themselves. Thus this step presents both a cost and a potential computational challenge as well.
First, semantic resources (such as vocabularies or ontologies) helpful in supporting extraction
need to be acquired or modestly modified. One potential example relevant for Notional Use Case
2 is the Transportation Ontology3, representing transportation-related information in the CIA
World Fact Book. Matching of terms from the structured data to terms in the semi-structured
data and free text introduces some ambiguity. For example, “vehicle” is referenced in the
structured data, while more specific types of vehicles are referenced in the semi-structured data
and free text. This can be addressed through semantic resources such as the lexical database
WordNet4, which includes hypernyms, hyponyms, and synonyms in a tree structure.
Given needed knowledge resources, algorithms and code needed to build specific extractors
will be exclusively off-the-shelf. Extracting events from the free text can be accomplished with
existing methods developed by PNNL. WordNet synonyms are used to extract events of a similar
type, and statistical classification based on Naive Bayes or k-Nearest Neighbors with syntactic
features is used to refine the event mapping. In-domain annotated training data would be very
useful for this task.
Even within free text the level of difficulty posed can vary greatly. Formal reports usually have
a number of features that aid in understanding. In such reports authors usually use a discernable
structure and organization as well as well-formed grammar and spelling. They also exploit a
specific and constrained vocabulary that is appropriate to the domain of discourse. As a result,
formal reports are often amenable to lower effort and higher accuracy approaches. Informal text
3

http://www.daml.org/ontologies/409
http://wordnet.princeton.edu

4
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is often more problematic because it lacks some or all of these supporting features. This text
may contain extensive use of personalized or idiosyncratic shorthand including acronyms, jargon,
sentence fragments, and numerous misspellings. As a result, extraction of specific targeted
information from such texts can be much more resource intensive and still yield lower quality
results.
Beyond these general observations, a number of specific techniques can also be used to increase accuracy and computational efficiency as needed. Often, knowledge can be extracted or
bootstrapped in an accurate manner through a multi-level approach ([27]). The challenge to
do extraction well is to have a fairly broad spread coverage without sacrificing the accuracy
of extraction. In the case of the multi-sensor experiment described in Section 3.9 below, the
computational techniques operate on a limited portion of the knowledge in the sources, and
some degree of missing data can be tolerated.
Much of the structured and semi-structured data contains measurements for temperature,
length, etc. These measurements can be mapped to measurements in the free text through direct
matches of units and keywords as related through a dependency parse. To combat ambiguity,
dictionaries of measurements, conversions, and meanings (e.g. centimeters are a measurement
of length) can be used.
These techniques result in a set of computational models and resources with improved scalability. The extraction on a larger number of documents can often be performed as a parallelizable process of independent document extractions. Furthermore, the extraction techniques are
typically set up in a series of modular components structured so as to extract structured and
unstructured text, map the resultant extraction, and then finally disambiguate in the resultant
knowledge representation. PNNL has considerable experience implementing such systems in a
scalable, domain independent manner ([13]).
3.9. Notional use case 2: multi-sensor experiment analysis. Having introduced the basics of sheaf-theoretical modeling in the context of our first pedagogical use case, we now describe
a second use case which is equipped with rich heterogeneous data. Our ability to encode this
use case in a sheaf-theoretic manner and demonstrate initial datafication will provide critical
verification of the soundness of our approach.
The use case concerns exercises for radar tracking and classification of vehicles in controlled
tests performed by SRC Inc. and the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL).
In order to determine sensor and processing capabilities, controlled test and demonstration
events are planned and executed. SRC has extensive experience with all stages of this process,
and has data from AFRL available for immediate use from the Gotcha 2008 experiment as well
as others. Although the experiments in question were tailored to answer specific questions about
the performance of specific systems, the expense of conducting an experiment usually means
that several experiments are conducted simultaneously with the same sensor platform.
Not all of these experiments go as planned, and it is not always clear exactly what happened on
the ground, since the sources of ground truth are not always reliable. Additionally, unexpected
or opportunistic phenomena play an important role in the capabilities discovery process, for
instance
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•
•
•
•

Operator errors in tasking the sensors,
Uncontrolled targets,
Weather phenomena, and
Mistakes in executing the experimental plan by the experimental team, to name just a
few.

Although these sources of deviation from the experimental plan sometimes prove detrimental to
the scientific value of the experiments, they are also serendipitous. Sadly, many experimental
budgets do not include adequate resources for thorough post-experimental analysis. CHCLT
could remedy this deficiency by identifying opportunistic aspects of these experiments – those
that were unexpected deviations from the plan or models, yet have sufficient fidelity to be useful.
In order to do this, it is necessary to identify the correct sheaf-theoretic framework for encoding locations, behaviors, and intents of moving targets, develop approriate models of sensor
interaction, sheafify the datsets and their interaction into a sheaf-based datastructure, analyze
the inferences that can be made using sheaf operations to demonstrate their decisive value on
sensor data, and recommend which opportunistic aspects of the data should be studied in more
detail.
The main two queries of CHCLT map directly to this setting, in the following way:
(1) Detection: Given a description of a target or its behavior and some measurement data
can we certify that a target is or is not present? Once a set of targets have been identified
in the measurement data, can we trace them back to a semantic report of the behaviors
they exhibit?
(2) Scheduling the next best collections: Given a set of information sources, what additional
sensing or semantic resources should be deployed in the next experiment to best constrain
the observations to a particular target type or behavior?
The analysis of high-quality, well-understood experimental datasets that are available to our
team will play an important role in constructing the pipeline described earlier in this proposal.
These datasets were collected using a variety of different modalities, and therefore detect different properties about the targets in scene. They have a large spatial diversity, with a variety
of background land covers and land uses, and the behaviors demonstrated by the targets are
similarly diverse. Since the data contain high resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and
optical images with repeat passes of the same scene including changes, there is a large volume
of data (gigabytes).
We plan to leverage existing datasets available from AFRL through a subcontract with SRC.
These datasets will provide ground moving target indication (GMTI) tracks, SAR images, optical images, and analysts’ metadata tags collected throughout the experimental collection process
as shown at left in Figure 10. The right panel of Figure 10 shows an excerpt of AFRL’s Gotcha
2008 collection over Wright Patterson Air Force Base that is already available to SRC, and is
processed to a 3×3 km full-backprojection SAR image at 0.5 m resolution. In addition, SRC will
supply the domain knowledge necessary to interpret such datasets. This processing will leverage
Air WASP – an AFRL funded program – which is an extensible, distributed, scalable, real-time,
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Figure 10. Timeline of experimental data sources for Use Case 2 (left); An
X-band SAR image from the AFRL Gotcha 2008 collection over Dayton, OH
(right)
processing framework for HPC systems. Air WASP is a very fast, configurable, software framework that users can utilize to rapidly create and multi-threaded, multi-node, multi-platform,
distributed applications.
Although we plan to address Technical Area 1, we will be extremely well-positioned to datafy
the datasets we have available, and therefore obtain a sheaf that encodes all relevant data. As
part of this implementation, we will write the appropriate software necessary to parse the raw
data and convert it into the native format used by our computational sheaf library developed
in support of Technical Area 1.
The data sources that are either immediately available or presumed to be easily obtained for
the AFRL Gotcha 2008 collection include the sensor data (quantitative), experiment planning
materials (qualitative, including semi-structured and free text), and various reports (qualitative,
mostly free text). The qualitative data varies considerably in fidelity. The target truth data is
usually very detailed, for example:
• Target A1: Blue Toyota Camry
• Target A2: Desert Camouflaged ZIL-135 Military Transport
Target detections and classifications are derived from the sensor data, and are much less detailed
• Target 1: Small Car
• Target 2: Large Vehicle
In addition to target type, target information typically includes position, velocity, size (for
instance “small”, “medium”, or “large”), and category (“car”, “truck”, “transport”).
Due to expense limitations, the number of targets that are carefully scripted and tracked by
GPS is quite small – typically less than 30. However, the Gotcha 2008 collection is centered on
Wright Patterson AFB and contains normal base traffic. This results in roughly 3500 moving
targets of various types over the 4 hours of collection data. These largely unscripted targets
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exhibit considerable variability in their intentions, behaviors, and overall activities. CHCLT
would present an extremely flexible framework for studying models of target behaviors.
Classifier errors are a substantial problem when there are multiple targets in the scene [6].
Since the Gotcha 2008 dataset contains a number of different target types, it is possible to
use that data to detect and possibly correct classifier errors. The two CHCLT queries can be
used to identify situations where classifier errors may be further confounded due to topological
features. For instance, consider an experiment plan that specifies that a large vehicle will
traverse a particular path during the experiment. The experiment plan does not specify the
particular kind of vehicle, but for the purpose of estimating a link budget specifies a nominal
radar cross section (RCS). During the experiment, a particular vehicle is selected, surveyed with
a GPS during its maneuver, imaged by a SAR, and tracked by a GMTI radar. This situation
results in the base case shown in Figure 11. This base space consists of four triangles that form
the boundary of a hollow three-dimensional simplex. These triangles represent the following
combinations of sources:
Front left face: (Quantitative: asynchronous target path) Although the experiment plan
usually does not specify the exact timing of the maneuver (down to the seconds), it does
specify the locations fairly accurately. This allows the experiment plan to be compared
with the GPS track and the GMTI track, but not the SAR image, which only has a
specific location at the time of imaging.
Front right face: (Quantitative: RCS) The experiment plan, the SAR image, and the
GMTI image all include nominal RCS measurements for the target. However, the GPS
data will make no such assessment.
Back left face: (Qualitative: target type) The experiment plan and GPS track will list
the target type (normalized into a common ontology, though the experiment plan will
in general be less precise about the target), and a SAR target classifier will also resolve
the target type into a broad classification as listed above.
Back right face: (Quantitative: instantaneous target location) The SAR, GMTI, and
GPS are all synchronized to a common time reference, so an assessment of the target’s
location at the time of the SAR imaging can be made using these three sources.
Notice that there is no common measurement across all information sources in this example,
which results in a hollow void in the base space. The presence of this topological feature means
that certain kinds of classifier errors can go undetected. For instance, if the experiment plan
stipulates that a convoy of similar vehicles move along a common path, it will be difficult to
determine which vehicle in the scene corresponds to which vehicle in the plan.5
As this simple example shows, sheaves can be used to analyze dissimilar data types (radar,
tracking, and plans) to support inferences about experiment quality and opportunistic aspects
of the experiment. Although it is easy to locate the void in this example by merely by inspection
5Prof.

Robinson has recently worked with a dataset exhibiting a maritime scenario with comoving targets –
if the topological assessment performed by CHCLT would have been used before the experiment was executed,
the data would have been considerably more valuable.
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(front face)
target RCS
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Target track,
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Static location,
size, shape, RCS

(back face)
coarse target type

GPS track
Target track
ne target type

(back face)
Static location

GMTI Track
(front face)
Target track

Target track,
target RCS

Figure 11. Notional use case 2: example base space for identifying classifier
errors. Notice that the base space is a hollow tetrahedron, due to the lack of
common timing between the experiment plan and the sensor data
– because it represents only one target – a similar void may be difficult to locate in more complicated experiment plans. Since CHCLT will perform topological computations algorithmically,
it will provide the capability to identify these and more subtle issues with experimental data.
3.10. Interaction with teams focused on related areas. Our team is eager to collaborate
with other teams working on both technical areas, and would be happy to host or visit other
teams as appropriate to ensure overall program success. Additionally, since sheaf theory is not
common within engineering practice, Prof. Robinson offers to provide tutorial sessions on sheaf
theory at the SIMPLEX workshops or meetings. These tutorial sessions would be specifically
tailored to explain the process of encoding knowledge in sheaves, and then interpreting the
results. Prof. Robinson is currently preparing tutorial material to teach his own students
applied topological methods, and recently graduated a student who wrote a master’s project
in applied sheaf theory. Additionally, the team has a number of datasets that will be used
to develop CHCLT and would be willing to share these to the extent that their particular
distribution limits allow.
3.11. Technical risks and challenges. The primary technical hurdle in the proposed effort
is the specification of the translations between datatypes, since these require intimate domain
knowledge. To mitigate this risk, we plan to employ data sources that the team understands well
in order to focus our development. SRC participated in all aspects of the AFRL Gotcha 2008
experimental effort that produced the track and imagery results we plan to use, and understands
the data better than any other organization. This data is immediately available for use on this
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program. However, there is a growing body of literature on “hard/soft fusions” [14] that will
support our development.
We recognize that measuring consistency between disparate data sources may never result
in perfect matches – there are both representational errors and noise present in real data.
Prof. Robinson and his PNNL collaborators have developed the concepts of persistent sheaf
cohomology and of approximate sections, which will allow the management of error budgets
within a sheaf. In order for this to succeed, additional domain knowledge is needed to develop
performance metrics for determining the quality of a match between data sources. Additionally,
both approximate sections and persistent sheaf cohomology will need to be computed efficiently,
though it is yet unclear how to perform these computations.
Most of the existing topological literature on sheaves is from the quantitative perspective,
so applying these tools to qualitative data sources presents a new challenge. However, Prof.
Robinson has found the technique of categorification described in Section 3.4 to be quite effective
for boolean data [30]. Additionally, there is a formidable literature on the use of sheaves in
exclusively qualitative settings – that of topos theory – which mathematically proves that sheaf
theory is sufficiently expressive to encapsulate both traditional and nontraditional propositional
logics [11]. Although this full expressive power is certainly unnecessary to ensure program
success, it indicates that sheaf theory is the correct approach.
CHCLT focuses on integrating semantic data, which realistically requires semantic extraction.
This can be very hard in general from free text, and CHCLT runs the risk of computational
burdens. PNNL has extensive expertise in semantic processing, and will lead the development of
the aspects of CHCLT that require textual ingestion. They are well positioned to mitigate risks
by focusing on off-the-shelf technologies and exploiting semantic constraints in vocabularies
and semi-structured files wherever possible. To complement extensive structured data (CSV
and XML), we expect that far short of full NLP parsing, topic and keyword extraction will be
sufficient to provide enough fidelity for strong inferences to be possible.
Prof. Robinson has the only known implementation of a persistence-capable sheaf library6.
We will scale this to manipulate the larger datasets we have available. All three team members
(AU, PNNL, SRC) have access to high performance computing resources, which should mitigate
initial concerns of scalability as well. For image processing, we will leverage the baseline version
of SRC’s Air WASP system. This provides real-time SAR processing using GPGPUs and multicore CPUs and has been demonstrated on a variety of HPC and High Performance Embedded
Computing (HPEC) systems without any modifications to code. Algorithms written in a variety
of languages including Python, C/C++, or Matlab can be wrapped in the Air WASP distributed
process component class.
4. Capabilities
Our team has a broad range of expertise in several scientific and engineering domains, including the mathematics of sheaves. Prof. Robinson has written the only existing computational
6https://github.com/kb1dds/pysheaf
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sheaf library, which will be leveraged to start the development of software on this project. Additionally, both subcontractors have extensive experience manipulating domain-specific data that
will be used to develop and test our approach in advance of colloboration with other teams.
This will reduce the risk of unanticipated effects from hidden assumptions in our approach.
Prof. Robinson’s work is characterized by an aggressive application of sophisticated mathematical techniques to detailed, practical models of systems. He is uniquely qualified to undertake the work in this proposal, which requires combining practical models with sophisticated
mathematical techniques. No other researcher combines extensive practical experience with
the abstract theory of sheaves to develop both novel theory and effective prototype systems.
He has found many new examples of practical, theoretically-motivated algorithms, and has
demonstrated them on laboratory systems of his own design. Recently, he has completed two
federally-funded projects that successfully applied sheaf theory to engineering problems, and
developed new algorithms as a result.
PNNL has world-leading expertise in information visualization and semantic technologies.
Joslyn and Hogan represent leadership on multiple projects in information integration for Battelle, DOE, and DoD, focusing on both foundational methods and domain-specific applications,
including cyber systems, bioinformatics, and intelligence analysis. Technical support includes
institutional and supercomputing facilities.
SRC is nationally recognized for the development and application of innovative radar, EW,
and communication systems technologies. For over 50 years, SRC has performed research and
development, primarily for the DoD and national intelligence agencies. SRC possesses an endto-end RF system development capability, including concept formulation, system analysis and
simulation, design, fabrication, and field evaluation, manufacturing, and support. SRC engineers
have played key roles in developing over 50 ground, airborne, and space-based RF systems over
the past 30 years, supporting a wide range of C4ISR and EW applications. SRC is successful
in part because we take a modular approach to hardware and software design for reuse using
well-established COTs standards (e.g., VME, VPX) and non-proprietary interfaces.
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